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INTRODUCl'ION The purpose of this note is to s h m t h a t the combination of implicit radiation t m n s p o r t and hydrodynamics, Compton scattering, and any other energy transport or exchange mechanism can be simply carried out by a "splitting" procedure. This means t h a t the contributions t o material energy exchange can be reckoned separately f m h y d r o d y n d c s , radiation transport without scattering, Cmpton scattering, plus any other possible energy exchange mechanism. The mdiation transport: phase of t h e calculation would of c o m e be implicit and would be carried out in exactly the manner described in UC€U,-72941, but the hydrodynamics and Compton portions would not, leading t o possible time step controls. In any case, the time s t e p restrictions which occur on radiation transfer due t o large Plan& mean absorption cross-sections would not occur.
EQUAnONS
The equations which govern the mdiation tmsprt are la I n Equation (la) av is the frequency dependent absorption cross-section,
.," i s the t o t a l frequency dependent Ccsnpton scattering cross-section, and ought t o be carried forward t o t h e next t h e cycle. However, it is obvious t h a t the Carpton temperature update can be considered t o be made equally w e l l at the end of the current cycle as w e l l as at the beginning of the next cycle. The only difference w i l l be in the value of MT) e m p l~y e d .~ The order of the hydrodynamic update, whether made 'before or after the radiation update, is also hunaterial. The radiation update for Compton energy exch-a-ge and emission-absorption balance is made simultaneously at the end of the radiation transport calculation f o r t h e cycle. 
SUMMARY Let us assume f o r t h e sake of definiteness t h a t t h e hydrodynamics is
21.b
The following transport equation is -then solved w i t h the radiation solution being advanced f r o m tn t o t n+l
The f i n a l temperature update is given by f ,n+l where the first integral i n Eq.(23) represents the cumulative effective absorption of radiation during a time cyzle, and t h e second pair of integrals represents the accumulated e n e r a t r a n s f e m d between radiation and matter through Compton s c a t t e r i n g ' f o r t h e cycle. When 
